Abstract-We propose a unified coding framework for distributed computing with straggling servers, by introducing a tradeoff between "latency of computation" and "load of communication" for some linear computation tasks. We show that the coded scheme of [1]-[3] that repeats the intermediate computations to create coded multicasting opportunities to reduce communication load, and the coded scheme of [4] that generates redundant intermediate computations to combat against straggling servers can be viewed as special instances of the proposed framework, by considering two extremes of this tradeoff: minimizing either the load of communication or the latency of computation individually. Furthermore, the latencyload tradeoff achieved by the proposed coded framework allows to systematically operate at any point on that tradeoff to perform distributed computing tasks. We also prove an informationtheoretic lower bound on the latency-load tradeoff, which is shown to be within a constant multiplicative gap from the achieved tradeoff at the two end points.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been two novel ideas proposed to exploit coding in order to speed up distributed computing applications. Specifically, the authors of [1] - [3] proposed a repetitive structure of computation tasks across distributed computing servers, enabling coded multicasting opportunities that significantly reduce the time to shuffle intermediate results. On the other hand, the authors of [4] proposed to apply Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes to linear computation tasks, in order to alleviate the effects of straggling servers and shorten the computation phase of distributed computing.
In this paper, we propose a unified coded framework for distributed computing with straggling servers, by introducing a tradeoff between "latency of computation" and "load of communication" for linear computation tasks. We show that the coding schemes of [1] and [4] can then be viewed as special instances of the proposed coding framework by considering two extremes of this tradeoff: minimizing either the load of communication or the latency of computation individually. Furthermore, the proposed coding framework provides a natural tradeoff between computation latency and communication load in distributed computing, and allows to systematically operate at any point on that tradeoff.
More specifically, we focus on a distributed matrix multiplication problem in which for a matrix A and input vectors x 1 , . . . , x , we want to compute output vectors y 1 = Ax 1 , . . . , y = Ax . The computation cannot be performed on a single server node since its local memory is too small to hold the entire matrix A. Instead, we carry out this computation using distributed computing servers collaboratively. Each server has a local memory, with the size enough to store up to equivalent of fraction of the entries of the matrix A, and it can only perform computations based on the contents stored in its local memory. Matrix multiplication is one of the building blocks to solve data analytics and machine learning problems (e.g., regression and classification). Many such applications of big data analytics require massive computation and storage power over largescale datasets, which are nowadays provided collaboratively by clusters of computing servers, using efficient distributed computing frameworks such as Hadoop MapReduce [5] and Spark [6] . Therefore, optimizing the performance of distributed matrix multiplication is of vital importance to improve the performance of the distributed computing applications.
A distributed implementation of matrix multiplication proceeds in three phases: Map, Shuffle and Reduce. In the Map phase, every server multiplies the input vectors with the locally stored matrix that partially represents the target matrix A. When a subset of servers finish their local computations such that their Map results are sufficient to recover the output vectors, we halt the Map computation and start to Shuffle the Map results across the servers in which the final output vectors are calculated by specific Reduce functions.
Within the above three-phase implementation, the coding approach of [1] targets at minimizing the shuffling load of intermediate Map results. It introduces a particular repetitive structure of Map computations across the servers, and utilizes this redundancy to enable a specific type of network coding in the Shuffle phase (named coded multicasting) to minimize the communication load. We term this coding approach as "Minimum Bandwidth Code". The other coding approach of [4] , however, aims at minimizing the latency of Map computations by encoding the Map tasks using MDS codes, so that the run-time of the Map phase is not affected by up to a certain number of straggling servers. This coding scheme, which we term as "Minimum Latency Code", results in a significant reduction of Map computation latency.
In this paper, we formalize a tradeoff between the computation latency in the Map phase (denoted by ) and the communication (shuffling) load in the Shuffle phase (denoted by ) for distributed matrix multiplication (in short, the Latency-Load Tradeoff ), in which as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the above two coded schemes correspond to the two extreme points that minimize and respectively. Furthermore, we propose a unified coded scheme that organically integrates both of the coding techniques, and allows to systematically operate at any point on the introduced tradeoff. For a given computation latency, we also prove an information-theoretic lower bound on the minimum required communication load to accomplish the distributed matrix multiplication. This lower bound is proved by first concatenating multiple instances of the problem with different reduction assignments of the output vectors, and then applying the cut-set bound on subsets of servers. At the two end points of the tradeoff, the proposed scheme achieves the minimum communication load to within a constant factor.
We finally note that there has been another tradeoff between the computation load in the Map phase and the communication load in the Shuffle phase for distributed computing, which is introduced and characterized in [1] . In this paper, we are fixing the amount of computation load (determined by the storage size) at each server, and focus on characterizing the tradeoff between the computation latency (determined by the number of servers that finish the Map computations) and the communication load. Hence, the considered tradeoff can be viewed as an extension of the tradeoff in [1] by introducing a third axis, namely the computation latency of the Map phase.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. System Model
We consider a matrix multiplication problem in which given a matrix A ∈ × 2 for some integers , and , and input vectors x 1 , . . . , x ∈ 2 , we want to compute output vectors y 1 = Ax 1 , . . . , y = Ax .
We perform the computations using distributed servers. Each server has a local memory of size bits (i.e., it can store equivalent of fraction of the entries of the matrix A), for some 1 ≤ ≤ 1.
1
We allow applying linear codes for storing the rows of A at each server. Specifically, Server , ∈ {1, . . . , }, designs an encoding matrix E ∈ × 2 , and stores U = E A.
(1) The encoding matrices E 1 , . . . , E are design parameters and the collection of them is denoted as storage design. Remark 1. For the Minimum Bandwidth Code in [1] , each server stores rows of the matrix A. Thus, the set of 1 Thus enough information to recover the entire matrix A can be stored collectively on the servers.
rows of the encoding matrix E was chosen as a sizesubset of the rows of the identity matrix I , according to a specific repetition pattern. : ∈ } satisfy 1) : ∈ }, every server ∈ can recover the output vectors in . We assume that the servers are connected by a shared bus link. After generating , Server multicasts to all the other servers in . Definition 2 (Communication Load). We define the communication load, denoted by , as the average total number of bits in all messages { : ∈ }, normalized by (i.e., the total number of bits in an output vector). ♢ Reduce Phase: The output vectors are re-constructed distributedly in the Reduce phase. Specifically, User , ∈ , uses the locally computed vectors z 1, , . . . , z , and the received multicast messages { : ∈ } to recover the output vectors with indices in via a decoding function , i.e., {y :
(4) For such a distributed computing system, we say a latencyload pair ( , ) ∈ ℝ 2 is achievable if there exist a storage design {E } =1 , a Map phase computation with latency , and a shuffling scheme with communication load , such that all output vectors can be successfully reduced. Definition 3. We define the latency-load region, as the closure of the set of all achievable ( , ) pairs. ♢
C. Illustrating Example
In order to clarify the formulation, we use the following simple example to illustrate the latency-load pairs achieved by the two coded approaches discussed in Section I.
We consider a matrix A consisting of = 12 rows a 1 , . . . , a 12 . We have = 4 input vectors x 1 , . . . , x 4 , and the computation is performed on = 4 servers each has a storage size = 1 2 . We assume that the Map latency , = 1, . . . , 4, has a shifted-exponential distribution function
and by e.g., [7] , the average latency for the fastest , 1 ≤ ≤ 4, servers to finish the Map computations is . For = 1, 2, 3, 4, Server will be reducing output vector y . In the Shuffle phase, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , each server multicasts 3 bit-wise XORs, each of which is simultaneously useful for two other servers. Hence, the Minimum Bandwidth Code achieves a communication load = 3 × 4/12 = 1.
The Minimum Bandwidth Code can be viewed as a specific type of network coding [8] , or more precisely index coding [9] , [10] , in which the key idea is to design "side information" at the servers, enabling multicasting opportunities in the Shuffle phase to minimize the communication load. Minimum Latency Code [4] . The Minimum Latency Code in [4] uses MDS codes to generate some redundant Map computations. Such type of coding leverages the abundance of servers so that one can terminate the Map phase as soon as enough coded computations are performed across the network, without needing to wait for the remaining straggling servers. We illustrate such coding technique in Fig. 2(b) .
For this example, a Minimum Latency Code first has each server , = 1, . . . , 4, independently and randomly generate 6 random linear combinations of the rows of A, denoted by c 6 ( −1)+1 , . . . , c 6( −1)+6 , achieving a (24, 12) III. MAIN RESULTS The main results of the paper are, 1) a characterization of a set of achievable latency-load pairs by developing a unified coded framework, 2) an outer bound of the latency-load region, which are stated in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1. For a distributed matrix multiplication problem of computing output vectors using servers, each with a storage size ≥ 1 , the latency-load region contains the lower convex envelop of the points
, and ≜ inf{ :
We prove Theorem 1 In Section IV, in which we present a unified coded scheme that jointly designs the storage and the data shuffling, which achieves the latency in (8) and the communication load in (9) . Remark 4. We numerically evaluate in Fig. 3 the latency-load pairs achieved by the proposed coded framework, for computing = 180 output vectors using = 18 servers each with a storage size = 1/3. The achieved tradeoff approximately exhibits an inverse-linearly proportional relationship between the latency and the load. For instance, doubling the latency from 120 to 240 results in a drop of the communication load from 43 to 23 by a factor of 1.87. □ Remark 5. The key idea to achieve ( ) and ( ) in Theorem 1 is to design the concatenation of the MDS code and the repetitive executions of the Map computations, in order to take advantage of both the Minimum Latency Code and the Minimum Bandwidth Code. More specifically, we first generate MDS-coded rows of A, and then store each of them ⌊ ⌋ times across the servers in a specific pattern. As a result, any subset of servers would have sufficient amount of intermediate results to reduce the output vectors, and we end the Map phase as soon as the fastest servers finish their Map computations, achieving the latency in (8) .
We also exploit coded multicasting in the Shuffle phase to reduce the communication load. In the load expression (9) , , ≤ ⌊ ⌋, represents the (normalized) number of coded rows of A repeatedly stored/computed at servers. By multicasting coded packets simultaneously useful for servers, intermediate values can be delivered to a server with a communication load of , achieving a coding gain of . We greedily utilize the coding opportunities with a larger coding gain until we get close to satisfying the demand of each server, which accounts for the first term in (9) . Then the second term results from two follow-up strategies 1) communicate the rest of the demands uncodedly 2) continue coded multicasting with a smaller coding gain (i.e., = − 1), which may however deliver more than what is needed for reduction.
□ Theorem 2. The latency-load region is contained in the lower convex envelop of the points
in which ( ) is given by (8) and
We prove Theorem 2 in two steps. First, for each = ⌈ 1 ⌉, . . . , , we derive a lower bound¯( ) on the communication load, which is a cut-set bound on a compound setting that involves multiple instances of the problem, and each instance corresponds to a specific assignment of the output vector computations. Then we take the expectation over , for all distributions of , attaining the lower convex envelop. Proof details are given in Section V of [11] . Remark 6. We numerically compare the outer bound in Theorem 2 and the achieved inner bound in Theorem 1 in Fig. 3 , from which we make the following observations.
• At the minimum latency point, i.e., = 1/ = 3 servers finish the Map computations, the proposed coded scheme achieves 1.33× of the minimum communication load. In general, when = 1/ ∈ ℕ, the lower bound in Theorem 2
The proposed coded scheme, or Minimum Latency Code in this case, achieves the load ( 1 ) = (1 − ). Thus the proposed scheme always achieves the lower bound to within a factor of 2 at the minimum latency point.
• At the point with the maximum latency, i.e., all = 18 servers finish the Map computations, the proposed coded scheme achieves 2.67× of the lower bound on the minimum communication load. In general for = and ∈ ℕ, we demonstrate in Appendix of [11] that the proposed coded scheme, or Minimum Bandwidth Code in this case, achieves a communication load ( ) = (1 − )/( ) to within a factor of 3 + √ 5 of the lower bound¯( ).
• For the intermediate latency from 70 to 270, the communication load achieved by the proposed scheme is within a multiplicative gap of at most 4.2× from the lower bound. In general, a complete characterization of the latency-load region (or an approximation to within a constant gap for all system parameters) remains open. □ IV. PROPOSED CODED FRAMEWORK In this section, we prove Theorem 1 by proposing and analyzing a general coded framework that achieves the latencyload pairs in (7) . We first demonstrate the key ideas of the proposed scheme through the following example, and then give the general description of the scheme.
A. Example:
= 20, = 12, = 6 and = . We assume that we can afford to wait for = 4 servers to finish their computations in the Map phase, and we describe the proposed storage design and shuffling scheme. Storage Design. As illustrated in Fig 4, we first independently  generate 30 random linear combinations c 1 , . . . , c 30 ∈ 2 of the 20 rows of A. Then we partition these coded rows c 1 , . . . , c 30 into 15 batches each of size 2, and store every batch of coded rows at a unique pair of servers. WLOG, due to the symmetry of the storage design, we assume that Servers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the first 4 servers that finish their Map computations. Then we assign the Reduce tasks such that Server reduces the output vectors y 3( −1)+1 , y 3( −1)+2 and y 3( −1)+3 , for all ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.
Since Server 1 has computed {c 1 x , . . . , c 10 x : = 1, . . . , 12}, for it to reduce y 1 = Ax 1 , it needs any subset of 10 intermediate values c x 1 with ∈ {11, . . . , 30} from Server 2, 3 and 4 in the Shuffle phase. Similar data demands hold for all 4 servers and the output vectors they are reducing. Coded Shuffle. We first group the 4 servers into 4 subsets of size 3 and perform coded shuffling within each subset. We illustrate the coded shuffling scheme for Servers 1, 2 and 3 in Similarly, we perform the above coded shuffling for another 3 subsets of 3 servers. Each server recovers 18 needed intermediate values (6 for each output vector it is reducing). As mentioned before, since each server needs a total of 3 × (20 − 10) = 30 intermediate values to reduce the 3 assigned output vectors, it needs another 30 − 18 = 12 after decoding all multicast messages. We satisfy the residual data demands by simply having the servers unicast enough (i.e., 
B. General Scheme
We first describe the storage design, Map phase computation and the data shuffling scheme that achieves the latency-load pairs ( ( ), ( )) in (7), for all ∈ {⌈ 1 ⌉, . . . , }. Given these achieved pairs, we can "memory share" across them to achieve their lower convex envelop as stated in Theorem 1.
For ease of exposition, we assume that ∈ ℕ. Otherwise we can replace with¯= ⌊ ⌋ , and apply the proposed scheme for a storage size of¯. Storage Design. We first use a ( , ) MDS code to encode the rows of matrix A into coded rows c 1 . . . , c (e.g., random linear combinations of the rows of A). Then as shown in Fig. 6 , we evenly partitioned the coded rows into ( ) disjoint batches, each containing a subset of Map Phase Execution. Each server computes the inner products between each of the locally stored coded rows of A and each of the input vectors, i.e., Server computes c x for all = 1, . . . , , and all ∈ {ℬ : ∈ }. We wait for the fastest servers to finish their Map computations before halting the Map phase, achieving a computation latency ( ) in (8) . We denote the set of indices of these servers as .
The computation then moves on exclusively over the servers in , each of which is assigned to reduce out of the output vectors y 1 = Ax 1 , . . . , y = Ax . For a feasible shuffling scheme to exist such that the Reduce phase can be successfully carried out, every subset of servers (since we cannot predict which servers will finish first) should have collectively stored at least distinct coded rows c for ∈ {1, . . . , }. Next, we explain how our proposed storage design meets this requirement. First, the servers in collectively provide a storage size equivalent to rows. Then since each coded row is stored by out of all servers, it can be stored by at most servers in , and thus servers in collectively store at least = distinct coded rows. Coded Shuffle. For ⊂ and ∈ ∖ , we denote the set of intermediate values needed by Server and known exclusively by the servers in as . More formally: In the Shuffle phase, servers in create and multicast coded packets that are simultaneously useful for multiple other servers, until every server in recovers at least intermediate values for each of the output vectors it is reducing. The proposed shuffling scheme is greedy in the sense that every server in will always try to multicast coded packets simultaneously useful for the largest number of servers.
The proposed shuffle scheme proceeds as follows. In each subset of size , since each server ∈ multicasts a coded segment of size | ∖{ } | for some ∕ = , the total communication load so far, for = (
Next, we can continue to finish the data shuffling in two different ways. The first approach is to have the servers in communicate with each other uncoded intermediate values, until every server has exactly intermediate values for each of the output vector it is responsible for. Using this approach, we will have a total communication load of
The second approach is to continue the above 2 steps for = − 1. Using this approach, we will have a total communication load of 2 = ∑ = −1 . Then we take the approach with less communication load, and achieve ( ) = min{ 1 , 2 }. Remark 7. The ideas of efficiently creating and exploiting coded multicasting opportunities have been introduced in caching problems [12] - [14] . In this section, we illustrated how to create and utilize such coding opportunities in distributed computing to slash the communication load, when facing with straggling servers. □ V. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT This work is in part supported by NSF grants CA-REER 1408639, NETS-1419632, EARS-1411244, ONR award N000141612189, and an Okawa Foundation Research Grant.
